Angle-resolved light scattering measurements of human metaphase chromosomes were compared to the results of numerical light scattering simulations with geometrical models based on atomic force microscopy (AFM) measurements of the same chromosomes. The simulations were conducted using the discrete dipole approximation method (DDA), which solves Maxwell's equations for induced dipoles, positioned in a discrete lattice. A remarkable agreement between the light scattering simulations and measurements of all 6 studied chromosomes was found. Additionally, the influence of small changes in the orientation of a complex scatterer geometry on its angle-resolved scattering pattern is shown. A method is presented to approximate such variations in the scatterer's orientation by a linear shift of the angular scattering pattern. This method provides an initial guess on the scatterers orientation, reducing the amount of simulations needed considerably. It was validated on simulations of a cuboid and successfully applied in the evaluation of the chromosome measurements. 
Introduction
Light scattering is of interest in many fields of research, from nanoparticles (Lukyanchuk et al 2015 , Lee et al 2017 to extrasolar giant planets (Seager et al 2000 , Sudarsky et al 2000 . The scattered light yields information about the scatterer's size (Mullaney et al 1969 , Chylek et al 1983 , Goddeeris et al 2006 , Schmitz et al 2011 , Rothe et al 2012 , Fischer and Schmidt 2016 , shape (Santos and Castanho 1996 , Pencer et al 2001 , Konokhova et al 2013 , inner structure (Stark et al 2016) and material properties, such as the refractive index (RI) (Chylek et al 1983) . Additionally, light scattering methods are generally non-invasive, fast, and can be applied to isolated scatterers (Jo et al 2014 (Jo et al , 2015 , suspensions (Goddeeris et al 2006) , aerosols (Lane et al 2018 , Lew et al 2018 or even impurities in solid samples (Peelen and Metselaar 1974, Otero et al 2010) . Due to these characteristics, light scattering has been applied to numerous biological samples, such as spores (Bickel and Stafford 1981) , bacteria (Bickel and Stafford 1981 , Diaspro et al 1995 , Konokhova et al 2013 , Jo et al 2014 , blood cells (Bickel and Stafford 1981) , cell morphology (Perelman et al 1998 , Wax et al 2002 , Drezek et al 2003 , Stark et al 2016 and chromosomes (Rebner et al 2016) . Angle-resolved light scattering can be measured directly (Maltsev 2000 , Schmitz et al 2011 , Rothe et al 2012 , Stark et al 2016 or indirectly via Fourier transform light scattering (FTLS) (Ding et al 2008 , Jo et al 2014 , where the angular scattering pattern is calculated from measured spatial and phase information.
The geometrical structure of human chromosomes has been studied before with various methods, such as scanning electron microscopy (SEM) (Harrison et al 1985 , Wanner et al 2005 , or atomic force microscopy (AFM) (Tamayo 2003a , 2003b , Ushiki and Hoshi 2008 . These studies give insight on the geometrical macro-and microstructure of human chromosomes. The discrimination of chromosomes, on the other hand, is usually done with the use of marker substances. Common methods are giemsa banding (Drets and Shaw 1971, Patil et al 1971) and flourescence in situ hybridisation (FISH) (Caspersson et al 1970, Levsky and Singer 2003) . Both techniques rely on labelling certain areas of the chromosome and identifying it through the resulting pattern.
Angle-resolved light scattering of single human chromosomes: experiments and simulations
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The method applied in this work uses the correlation between light scattering measurements and light scattering simulations to obtain information about geometrical parameters of the chromosomes. In general, this is done by varying the geometry of the scatterer in light scattering simulations, creating a set of scattering patterns. The measurement results are correlated with said set. From the highest correlation between simulation and measurement, the geometrical parameters of the complex scatterer are identified. This method has been validated on spherical scatterers before (Schmitz et al 2011 , Rothe et al 2012 . In the present study, chromosomes are measured angle-resolved with a light scattering microscope and subsequently with an atomic force microscope. From the latter measurement, models for numerical light scattering simulations are created and compared to the measurements. Variation parameters were the chromsomes' orientation and shape.
Materials and methods
Sample preparation
The following description of air dried metaphase chromosome preparation from human peripheral blood is based on the works of Moorhead et al (1960) with alterations due to manufacturer information and our technical assistant's experiences.
0.7 ml of heparinized, peripheral blood from a healthy, male, human donor was mixed with 8 ml chromosome medium b (containing phytohemagglutinin (PHA)L) and incubated for 48 h at 37 °C and 5 % CO 2 in a sterile environment. The cultivation process was stopped by the addition of 100 µl of colcemid solution (10 µg ml −1 ), followed by a second incubation for 40 min at 37 °C. Subsequently, the culture was centrifuged for 10 min at 950 rpm. The supernatant was withdrawn by suction and the pellet resuspended in the residual. The hypotone shock was induced by the addition of 1 ml of 0.075 M KCl solution, resuspension, followed by another addition of 5 ml KCl solution, resuspension and an incubation for 15 min in a 37 °C waterbath. Then, the culture was centrifuged for 10 min at 950 rpm, the supernatant removed and the pellet resuspended in the leftover fluid. Fixation was achieved, by stepwise addition of methanol:acetic acid (3:1) and resuspension. In the first step 1 ml was added, in the subsequent two steps 4 ml. Thereafter, the culture was incubated for 30 min at 4 °C, and centrifuged again, as described previously. After fixation, the washing was performed by a fourfold addition of 5 ml of the fixative, resuspension, and centrifugation for 10 min at 950 rpm.
Cover glasses of the dimensions 1 cm by 1 cm were stored in methanol for one day and then rinsed for 10 min with water. Afterwards, the cover glasses were cleaned with double-distilled water and stored at 4 °C. After another centrifugation and resuspension, 5-10 drops of the incubated cell suspension were dropped from a height of about 20 cm onto the cover glasses and air dried. The presence of mitoses on the cover glass was checked with a phase contrast microscope.
Scattering light microscope
The experimental setup of the light scattering microscope with its two detection paths, spectrally resolved and angularly resolved, has been described thoroughly elsewhere (Stark et al 2016) . This setup has been validated on polystyrene microspheres, demonstrating a sensitivity to geometrical changes of single scatterers in the range of nanometres (Schmitz et al 2011 , Rothe et al 2012 . The present work makes use of the angle-resolved detection path, therefore only a short introduction to this part of the setup is presented.
The light scattering microscope setup consists of an inverse microscope (Axiovert 135, Carl Zeiss AG, Oberkochen, Germany), used in darkfield illumination mode. A supercontinuum laser (SuperK Blue, NKT Photonics A/S, Birkerød, Denmark) combined with an acusto-optical tuneable filter (AOTF) (AOTF-PCAOM Vis, Crystal Technology, LLC, Palo Alto, California) acts as the light source, providing quasi-monochromatic light with a continuously tuneable wavelength between 420 nm and 700 nm. The linear polarisation of the AOTF output is lost during the transmission through a single mode fibre (FD7 FC/PC, NKT Photonics A/S, Birkerød, Denmark), which is mounted with collimators on both ends. The fibre directs the illumination light, which is 1 mm in diameter after leaving the fibre, towards the sample with an incident polar angle θ 0 of 121
• and an azimuthal angle φ 0 of 341 • , as defined in figure 1. The z-axis of the setup coordinate system is located on the optical axis of the objective, pointing towards the detection path. The x-and y -axes are defined to be aligned with the orientation of the CCD camera chip. The setup coordinate system and the incident light angles are depicted in figure 1 for clarity.
The inverted microscope is outfitted with a long distance objective (LD EC Epiplan-Neofluar 50x/0.55 HD DIC M27 air, Carl Zeiss AG, Oberkochen, Germany) with an effective numerical aperture (NA eff ) of 0.53, which translates to an acceptance angle θ acc of 32
• for samples surrounded by air. Thus scattering angles from 89
• to 153
• can be detected. The angle-resolved scattering pattern is recorded by a CCD camera (SIS p1010, Theta Systems GmbH, Gröbenzell, Germany), located in the Fourier plane. The illuminated area on the CCD chip, which represents an angular range of 64
• is 335 pixels in diameter, resulting in an angular resolution between 0.15 • /pixel for larger polar angles θ and about 0.22
• /pixel for the centre, due to the sinusoidal nature of the angle distribu-tion, when projected on a plane. Inside the detection path, in the image plane, a pinhole is located, which is used to adjust the CCD camera's field of view. Its size, varying from 200 µm to 600 µm, can be adjusted to ensure that only the selected scatterer contributes to the recorded signal. The pinhole sizes correspond to diameters between 4 µm and 12 µm in the object plane.
Measurements
Light scattering measurements
Angle-resolved light scattering measurements were performed on single human chromosomes in metaphase.
Inside each set of chromosomes, the ones separable by the circular pinholes were used for measurements. The cover glass was rotated to position the chromosomes with their long axis orthogonal to the incident light beam. The long axis was defined by a line, connecting the middle of the ends of the q-arms and the middle of the ends of the p-arms, as shown in figure 2. The sample was illuminated with non-polarised, quasi-monochromatic light with a wavelength of 543 ± 3 nm and the angular scattering pattern was recorded. The smallest pinhole, still fitting the chromosome, was used to cut off the high angular frequency signals from organic debris in the surrounding area. Such debris could otherwise distort the chromosomes scattering pattern in a speckle-like manner. Each recorded image of the scattering pattern was cut at the border of the circular observable solid angle, the background was subtracted and the intensity normalized to its maximum. Furthermore the measurements were interpolated onto a lattice with 400 by 400 points, for easy correlation with the simulation data. The interpolation was conducted linearly with Matlab's TriScatterInterp() function (MATLAB, R2011b, MathWorks).
Atomic force microscope measurements
AFM measurements were carried out on a MultiMode SPM (Bruker MMAFM-2, Bruker Corporation, USA) with silicon cantilevers (OMCL-AC240TS-R3, Olympus Corporation, Japan). The used cantilever type had a low spring constant of 2 N m −1 , a small typical tip radius of 7 nm and a tip half angle of less than 17.5°. Therefore it is a reasonable choice for imaging of relatively soft objects with challenging aspect ratios like chromosomes. Measurements were done in tapping mode in order to reduce shear forces to the sample during scanning. Post processing of the measurements was carried out using Gwyddion (Neas and Klapetek 2012) . Measurement artefacts like bow and tilt were corrected by subtraction of a polynomial fit to the background that was the flat substrate. Operations were carried out using only backgound pixels that were selected by a height threshold mask.
Simulations
The actual light scattering measurements are the first step to determine the optical and geometrical properties of the scatterer. Without correlation to suitable simulation data, only elementary assertions about symmetry, size and general shape can be made. First, a suitable simulation method has to be chosen. . The graphic to the right describes the setup coordinate system, in which measurements are taken and evaluated. θ 0 represents the angle between the incident light vector and the setup coordinate z-axis, θ acc corresponds to the objective's acceptance angle, defined by its numerical apperture (NA). φ 0 denotes the angle between the incident light vector and the setup coordinate x-axis. X-and y -axis orientation are defined by the CCD camera.
Analytical solutions for light scattering on particles are only available for special geometries, like spheres (Mie 1908) , cylinders, spheroids, and multiple spheres and cylinders, including concentric arrangements of spheres and cylinders, respectively. The T-matrix method (Waterman 1965 ) represents a generalization of Mie's method and allows the handling of slightly more complex scatterers. All other geometries have to be studied with numerical simulations. One common approach is the Discrete Dipole Approximation method (DDA). The scatterer is modelled through a lattice of polarisable points, which under the effect of an incident electromagnetic wave gain a dipole moment. Maxwell's equations are solved for this set of discrete dipoles (Purcell and Pennypacker 1973, Draine and Flatau 1994) . Several implementations of this method are available, such as DDSCAT (Draine and Flatau 2008) , OpenDDA (Donald et al 2009) and Amsterdam Discrete Dipole Approximation (ADDA) (Yurkin and Hoekstra 2011) . Another common approach is the Finite Difference Time Domain method (FDTD), which simulates the passing of a light pulse through a lattice of different refractive indices in finite time steps. When assuming no dispersion, multiple wavelengths can be computed with little additional effort.
The performances of the DDA and the FDTD method have been compared systematically before (Yurkin et al 2007) . It was found that the DDA method is by an order of magnitude faster than FDTD, when studying large scatterers with a relative refractive index 1.2, while large scatterers with a relative RI of 1.7 are simulated faster by the same amount with FDTD. A relative RI of 1.4 was named to be the border, where both methods perform equally. The relative refractive index describes the ratio between the refractive index of the scatterer and the refractive index of its surrounding medium. The chromosome's surrounding medium was air with a RI of 1.0 in the present work, hence the relative RI equals the absolute RI here. The refractive index of DNA has been determined in a study of Kwon et al (2012) , and was found to be 1.53-1.54 in bulk material for wavelengths between 500 nm and 600 nm. In other works (Shemilt et al 2015) , chromosomes were assumed to consist of solid DNA, with a RI of 1.54. In contrast to that, a porous structure with an effective refractive index of 1.4 was used in the present work. Similar assumptions, concerning the RI value of chromosomes, have been made by Khatibzadeh et al (2014) . They used an RI for chromosomes in the region form 1.36 to 1.40. With an effective RI of 1.4, either option of the numerical simulation methods was suitable. All light scattering simulations in the present work were performed with the open source implementation Amsterdam discrete dipole approximation (ADDA).
The models used by the ADDA code are three dimensional, equidistant lattices, where each cell holds a refractive index (RI). In this lattice, the near field of the scattering is solved and subsequently for each scattering angle a near to far field transformation performed that yields a Mueller Matrix for each angle pair (θ j ,φ j ). The Mueller matrices, obtained by ADDA simulations, are used in the Stokes formalism (Stokes et al 1852) .
Model generation
The models used in the following ADDA simulations were constructed from the topological data obtained through AFM measurements. This data has already been background subtracted and laterally cut out to a region of interest. Furthermore, it was rotated in the sample plane, to align the chromosomes long axis in x-direction to prepare the chromosome orientation for the simulations according to the experiment. The topological data was interpolated with a 2D equidistant lattice that has the spatial resolution later on used in the ADDA simulations. The lattice parameter was given by the ratio of the simulated wavelength λ and the desired dipole per wavelength (dpl) resolution. Each of the points of the 2D lattice was filled equidistantly in the third dimension to the interpolated height present at that point, as shown in the centre image of figure 3. This created a bulk 3D model of the chromosome. The porosity of the chromosome is represented by the effective index of 1.4. Due to the challenging aspect ratio of the chromosomes, which are up to 8 µm in length, about 1 µm in width and only 0.07 µm in height, the discretisation in the latter dimension was rather coarse. With 100 dipoles per wavelength, the corresponding spatial resolution was 5.43 nm and about 3.5 million dipoles needed to be calculated.
ADDA simulations
The experimental conditions were replicated in the ADDA simulations. Therefore, a non-polarised, monochromatic plane wave with a wavelength of 543 nm and an incident angle θ 0 of 121
• was used. For all ADDA simulations, the conjugate gradient method (Barrett et al 1994) (CGNR) was chosen as iterative solver, for its monotonic convergence and robustness. To obtain an overview of the angular scattering pattern of the chromosomes, scattering angles θ from 0
• to 180 • in combination with azimuthal angles φ from 0 • to 360 • were calculated in one degree steps. Each angle pair resulted in a Mueller matrix, describing the scattering event under this angle for arbitrary polarisation. Hence, the polarisation of the illumination and polarisation effects of other system components, like the cover glass, could be regarded post simulative via Stokes formalism.
Post simulation data processing
To correlate the simulation data with the measurements, the observable solid angle, defined by the objective and the surrounding medium of the scatterer, had to be identified in the simulation data. Since the surrounding medium was air, the incident angle as well as the objectives acceptance angle were conserved. A selection condition was derived from a rotation by θ 0 to translate the angles θ and φ from the ADDA coordinate system to the setup system leading to
(1)
The angle pairs (θ j ,φ j ) satisfying equation (1) were considered inside the observable solid angle. This results in the circular observable solid angle, visualised in figure 4. Since the incident azimuthal angle φ 0 results merely in a rotation of the circular observable solid angle, it has no influence on the observability of an angle pair (θ j ,φ j ).
The incident light S in as well as the scattered light had to pass through the cover glass during measurements. This was modelled using the Stokes formalism
( 2) The index j describes the polar-and azimuthal angle pair of the ADDA simulation results and therefore different light paths. The influence on the light properties, described by Fresnel refraction, is represented by the transmission matrices T which is defined in equations (3)- (6) in accordance with Fresnel refraction in the Mueller-Stokes formulation (Collett 1971 )
Figure 3. Topological data derived from an atomic force microscope measurement is shown on the left of this figure. At this stage, no post processing has been applied. To obtain the real heights, the background is subtracted, and to diminish the influence of the rectangular shaped measurement area, a suitable region of interest is cut out. The data is then rotated to result in the chromosomes long axis coinciding with the coordinate system's x-axis and interpolated onto a three dimensional lattice with a lattice parameter matching the dipole resolution used in subsequent ADDA simulations. In a last step, the chromosome structure is filled from the topological height to the floor, resulting in the final ADDA model, shown on the right.
The angle α describes the angles of the light path, towards the surface normal of the interface before the Fresnel refraction. β denotes the respective angle after the event. The refractive index n 1 belongs to the medium, the light originates from, while n 2 belongs to the medium, the light enters. Since the measurements on the chromosomes were conducted in air, both cover glass surfaces were in contact with the same material. Thus, the only difference between the calculation of the passage of the first interface, to the passage of the second one, is that α and β are interchanged. In equations (4) and (5) α and β only occur as a sum or as difference in the argument of a cosine. In both cases, α and β are interchangeable, rendering a discrimination between the passage of the first or the second interface obsolete
Additionally, the first transmission is independent from the scattering angle pairs (θ j ,φ j ) since the scattering has yet to occur. The influence of transmissions after multiple reflections inside the cover glass was considered insignificant and therefore neglected. Whenever scattering, refraction or reflection occurs, the polarisation has to be translated into parallel and perpendicular polarisation in respect to the plane, in which the respective event takes place (Bohren and Huffman 2008) . Scattering planes are defined by the incident wave vector k i and the scattered wave vector k s , while the plane in which Fresnel refraction takes place is defined by k i and the interface normal n. The translations of the polarisations can be realised through rotation matrices R Figure 4 . Each ADDA simulation conducted in this work is carried out for the whole solid angle in a 1
• -resolution. For each of these 361 × 181 angle pairs, the S 11 element of the Mueller matrices is used to obtain the angle-resolved scattering pattern. Image (a) shows the S 11 elements of a simulation of Chromosome #1 in a logarithmic colour scale. The black enclosed area marks the observable solid angles of the scattering light microscope setup. The cut out and distorted data of the observable solid angles, marked in image (a), is shown in image (b). Image (c) shows the area in linear colour scale, in the way, the light scattering microscope would see the scattering of the sample.
The angles χ can be determined from the arc cosine of the inner product of the plane the polarisations are defined in and the one the next event takes place
After the first transmission through the cover glass and the first translation of polarisations, the scattering event occurred. This was described by the Mueller matrices M j , obtained from the ADDA simulations. In the present work, the polarisation of S out,j was not of interest. Therefore only their first element S1, holding the parameter proportional to the intensity was evaluated. Note, that even in this case it is important to consider polarisations during the applications of the transmission matrices T. Equation (3) shows the influence of the polarisations on the S 1 element clearly. At this point, the azimuthal incident light angle φ 0 , depicted in figure 1 was applied to the simulation data, resulting in the angle between the θ-direction and the vertical, visible for example in the right images of figure 4. Subsequently, the simulation data was interpolated onto a 400 by 400 grid and normalised in the same way the light scattering measurement data was. Furthermore, a metric was needed to qualify the similarity between simulation and actual measurement. Thus simulations were correlated with the measurements in two dimensions using the Matlab function corr2(), following the Pearson correlation (Pearson 1895)
ADDA model orientation
One major influence on the angular scattering pattern, when studying complex scatterer geometries, is their orientation. Even slight deviations between the experimental orientation and the one assumed in the simulation can have a significant impact on the angular intensity distributions. Therefore, the correlation between simulation and measurement is strongly dependent on the orientation parameters chosen for the ADDA simulations. Even more so for larger single scatterers, with higher frequencies in their angular scattering pattern. This strong dependency makes it important to use fine steps, when varying orientation of the scatterer relative to the incident light in search for a good correlation, resulting in a larger number of simulations needed. In the present work, uncertainties in the alignment of the chromosome in the experimental setup and the manual selection of the long axis of the simulation model contribute to this issue. The first step to solving this problem was to define a range, which describes the uncertainty of scatterer orientation. This was assumed to be ±5
• in all three rotations needed to describe an orientation in ADDA. These rotations will be referred to as X, Y, and Z, according to the rotations of the geometrical model used in the ADDA simulations around the model axes x, y , and z, as defined in the right image of figure 3. In a second step, the resolution had to be determined in which the highest correlation was to be searched. A 0.5
• resolution was assumed sufficient. The brute force approach would have been to conduct ADDA simulations for all combinations of 21 values of X, Y, and Z, resulting in 21 3 = 9261 simulations, of which each takes 30-60 min on a desktop computer using two cores. From these simulations, a lookup-table (LUT) could have been created, consisting of scattering patterns for the different orientation deviation. Through comparison of the measurement data with the LUT, the correct orientation could have been found and the correlation between measurement and simulation determined.
Due to the immense computational effort the brute force approach would cost, a method was derived that approximates two of the three rotations, namely X and Y, with an angular shift of θ and φ in the angular scattering pattern, visible in figure 4. θ and φ were therefore used as approximation parameters for X and Y. This reduced the dimensions of the LUT that have to be simulated with ADDA from three to one. In the present work, this corresponds to a reduction of necessary ADDA simulations from 9261 to 21, which is more than two orders of magnitude. Twenty additional ADDA simulations are necessary to obtain the translation matrix C that allows the translation from the approximation parameters θ and φ back to the rotations X, Y, and Z, used in the ADDA
Z represents the ADDA simulations used to create the LUT in combination with the θ/φ-shift approximation. It is noted differently from Z to stress its belonging to the parameters used to create the LUT in contrast to the rotations X, Y, and Z that are used in ADDA simulations.
Since the LUT created with the θ/φ-shift does not consist of actual numerical light scattering simulations, but of approximations, it was used to provide an initial guess for a very confined set of ADDA simulations. For the confined set, a deviation in X, Y, and Z of ±0.5
• was assumed. One step in each rotation direction was found to be enough to secure the initial guess was correct with an accuracy of 0.5
• to create a grid of misalignments. Thus an additional 3 3 = 27 ADDA simulations of rotations, starting from the guess values were conducted. The orientation of the ADDA model was determined by comparison between the measurements and the mentioned 27 ADDA simulations. It was found that a step size of 1
• was sufficient to achieve a guess accuracy of 0.5
• , reducing the ADDA simulations necessary for Z from 21 to 11. Therefore the total of ADDA simulations needed adds up to 58 instead of 9261, still reducing the number of simulations needed by a factor of 160 and saving time by the same amount.
Parameter restriction with a fast, but coarse method followed by a slower, but more precise one has been applied to biological samples before (Ho et al 2015) . Light scattering data was first analysed with continuous wavelet transform inverse light scattering analysis (CWT ILSA) to predetermine the filter cutoff frequency and a diameter prediction for a subsequent Mie theory based ILSA, reducing the overall analysis time significantly.
Results and discussion
The angular scattering pattern is dependent on parameters such as the illumination wavelength and beam shape on the one hand and on the other hand on the refractive index, size and shape of the studied scatterer as well as its orientation. The influence of the last parameter is shown in the following subsection and a method is derived to approximate variations in the studied scatterers orientation. This method is then used in the evaluation of the chromosome measurements and simulations, which are discussed in the second part of this section.
θ/φ-shift method
This subsection deals with the influence of a scatterers misalignment on its scattering pattern. After a short study that shows the impact and regularities of the effect those misalignments have on the scattering patterns, the way to derive the θ/φ-shift method is presented, validated in a test study with ADDA simulations and certain characteristics are discussed.
To study the influence of the tip, tilt, and rotation in the object plane of the sample on the angular scattering patterns several simulations were performed. As simple test structure, a cuboid with dimensions comparable to those of chromosomes was chosen. The cuboid was generated with a refractive index of 1.4, a length 5 µm, a width 2 µm, a height 1 µm, and with a dipole resolution of 40 nm. The angle-resolved light scattering of this cuboid was simulated using ADDA for different orientation deviations. These deviations could be described by linear independent rotations starting from a defined basis orientation. For convenience, the axes of the Cartesian coordinate system in which the scatterer was defined were used, as shown in the upper left of figure 5. The orientation deviations of the scatterer around the x-, y -, and z-axis will be referred to as X, Y, and Z. The basis orientation used here reproduced the position of a sample on a cover glass in the scattering light microscope and is shown in the lower left of figure 5. For the first set of simulations the cuboid was rotated by 1
• around each axis independently. In the second set the rotation, starting from the basis orientation, was increased to 5
• . The ADDA simulations were carried out with a non-polarised, monochromatic plane wave illumination possessing a wavelength of 1 µm, for convenience. The results show a high sensitivity of the setup to the sample orientation. Even changes of one degree are easily visible in the scattering pattern, as shown in the upper row of figure 5.
Several regularities can be observed in figure 5 . A positive rotation of the sample in X, shown in the left images of figure 5, resembles a shift of the scattering pattern towards lower polar angles θ, which corresponds to the upper right side in the images. At times, this shift might distort the visualisation of the scattering pattern, which is an artefact of the normalisation of the intensities inside the observable area and will be discussed later on. Positive rotations in Y, presented in the centre images of figure 5 behave similarly to a shift of the observable solid angle towards lower azimuthal angles φ. Orientation variation of the model in the objective plane, which is Z, rotates the scattering pattern around a point outside the observable area.
These observed regularities motivate the approximation of scatterer misalignment (X, Y, Z) inside the ADDA simulations by a shift of the angular scattering pattern (shown in figure 4(a) ) in θ and φ, which will be referred to as approximation parameters. Since the rotation in Z resulted in a rotation of the scattering pattern inside the observable area, instead of a shift, this parameter remained directly simulated in ADDA. To complete the approximation parameter space, Z = Z was introduced as the third approximation parameter. The goal was to find a matrix C that translates the approximation parameters θ, φ, and Z back to the ADDA model rotations X, Y, and Z, as shown in equation (11). These orientation parameters could be used as initial guess for a very confined set of ADDA simulations.
Since the direct approach to determine the relations X(θ, φ,Z), Y(θ, φ,Z) and Z(θ, φ,Z), and therefore C, would have needed a large amount of ADDA simulations, θ(X, Y, Z), φ(X, Y, Z) and Z (X, Y, Z)
were analysed instead. Therefore a test set of scattering patterns for various scatterer misalignments was produced from ADDA simulations. Additionally, a lookup table L(θ, φ,Z) was created using the shift in θ and φ.
Comparison between the test set and the LUT resulted in the relations θ(X, Y, Z), φ(X, Y, Z) and Z (X, Y, Z)
, for the approximation parameters yielding the best approximation to the scattering pattern from the test set.
Thus a test set of ADDA simulations was constructed that represented a scatterer with various orientation deviations X, Y, and Z in regard to the basis orientation. The generic cuboid described before was rotated from −5
• to Due to the discrete nature of LUT parameters, only the predefined parameters were possible outcomes for θ, φ and Z . With a resolution of 1
• in three dimensions, it is rather improbable that the centre for the highest correlation falls on a combination of the predefined parameters of the LUT. To enable this method to take a value for parameter suggestions outside the given discrete values, an average between the parameters with the highest correlations to the test set was formed. A normalised weighting equation was constructed that increases rapidly for correlation values c i of 1
Each component of the average was weighted with respect to their correlation value c i , as described in equation (12). The weighted average was performed on the approximation parameters of the seven highest correlations, one for the highest correlation and two for each dimension of the
If by chance, or by design, a parameter set results in a perfect correlation, this parameter set is obtained, regardless of the other outcomes. For a correlation value of 1, w i becomes 1. Since the weighting function described in equation (12) is normalised, all other weights result in 0. This is the case for the base orientation with 0
• shift or rotation in figure 6. For each averaged set of parameters, an averaged correlation c av has been calculated in the same manner, as presented in equation (14) 
This correlation decreases for shift and rotation angles over 3 degrees. The assumption was made that c av is an indicator for the quality of the found averaged approximation parameters. Therefore, the linear regression shown in figure 6 is also weighted. The weights for each data point were determined as described in equation (12), but with the averaged correlation c av values instead of c i .
In case of the simple model of a cuboid, the linear assumption yields satisfying results for small rotations. The results for X variation of the ADDA model are shown in figure 6(a). As observed in figure 5 , only a shift in θ occurs. Image (b) of the same figure presents the results for the Y-rotation. This produces a response in two of the approximation parameters, φ and Z . Since the effect of the approximation parameter Z is obtained through ADDA simulations around Z, it seems, rotations appear for Y-rotations, which have to be compensated by including a change in Z . This has to be considered for the inverse problem, when the actual model rotations are to be derived from the approximation parameters. Image (c) of figure 6 shows the approximation parameters for a model rotation Z. Since Z is produced through ADDA simulations with a misalignment in Z, the actual test patterns are present in the approximation LUT and therefore the natural outcome of the correlation. Still, it is important to verify that there is no interference of the other two approximation parameters with this correlation. From these results, the orientation deviations in the ADDA simulations should be accessible through the approx imation parameters with the fitted parameter m i,j denoting the slope of the linear regression in the approx imation parameter i for a rotation of the ADDA model around j .
Since scatterers in real experiments do not constrain themselves to a rotation around a single axis, the study was expanded on rotations around two axes. The scatterer was rotated around both axes by the same amount, once in the same rotational sense, once in the opposed. The results are shown in figure 6, images (d)-(f) . A strong 
The fit function was defined as y = mx + c. Since this approach yielded an offset c of 0 in all cases, only the slopes m are used from here on. The variables x i and y i describe the values from corresponding ADDA model rotations X, Y, Z and approximation parameters θ, φ, Z . Averages are denoted by a bar over the variable, such as x and ȳ.
As observed before, a Y-rotation produces φ and Z responses. Therefore, the rotation pair YZ, presented in figure 6(f) is of special interest. The slopes mZ ,YZ are clearly not equal for the different directions of rotation. In the case of matching rotations in Y and Z, the absolute value of the slope is larger than in the opposite case. This is to be expected, if a superposition of the Z response caused by the Z-rotation and the one caused by the Y-rotation is assumed. In that case, the slopes produced by the Z-rotation mZ ,Z+ and mZ ,Z-should be extractable
Within the margin of error, the slope mZ ,Z from the YZ-rotation study are fitting nicely with the slopes obtained from the isolated Z-rotation and the XZ-rotations, shown in table 1. Since the approximation parameter range was limited to [−7 • , 7 • ], the outer Z values in figure 6(f) could not reach the values predicted by the slope of the fit. With a larger parameter range, increased to [−8 • , 8 • ] for Z , the slope mZ ,Y+Z+ changed from 1.53 ± 0.06 to 1.64 ± 0.05.
In conclusion of this section, linearity in the dependence of the approximation parameters and the actual rotations in the simulation can be assumed for small angles of rotation. Additionally, the actual rotations needed in the ADDA simulation to resemble the θ-and φ-shift can be obtained. The translation matrix for this is presented in equation (20) figure 6 . For the last two rows, marked with *, the parameter space in Z was increased to [−8 • , 8 • ] since the approximation parameters could not take the value, predicted by the linear regression, as visible in figure 6(f). 
Chromosomes
The θ/φ-shift method was applied to the chromosome simulations to reduce the amount of simulations needed to identify the best-fitting chromosome model. For each chromosome model, the routine as described above for the single axis rotations has been performed to obtain the slopes The response of Z on pure Z-rotations is not disturbed by any scatterer geometry and remains constantly 1.00. The responses of Z and φ on Y-rotations seem rather independent of the scatterer geometry, as presented in table 2. The θ values for the isolated X-rotation, on the other hand, are distinctively not constant. To study this effect, two additional cuboids have been simulated. The slopes seem to decrease with a rising aspect ratio between width (y -direction) and height (z-direction) in a non-linear manner. The sizes and aspect ratios are shown in table 3. A second feature of the X-rotation is its effect on the image, taken from the observable solid angle. As shown in figure 5 , the X-rotation of the model results in a shift in θ-direction, thereby removing the highest, or adding higher intensity values to the observable area. Through normalisation, this can change the intensities of the whole area. It is, however, changing all intensities by the same normalisation factor k. Replacing the image data A from equation (10) with k · A yields no different correlation to the image B. Therefore, the intensity gradients around the maximum, near the border of the observable solid angle in θ-direction, is of no significance to the variation of intensities when shifting θ.
With the θ,φ,Z -lookup table ready, the light scattering measurement data for each chromosome was correlated with the LUT. As before, the weighted average of the approximation parameters corresponding to the seven highest correlations was formed. These parameters were translated into the actual rotation values via equation (20) . Starting from this model orientation, combinations of variations of 0.5
• in each direction were performed, resulting in 27 ADDA simulations per chromosome. From those simulations, the one with the highest correlation to the measurement was chosen. The corresponding results are shown in figure 7 . In all 6 cases, the ADDA simulation with the initial guess parameters of the θ/φ-shift method yielded the highest correlation in comparison to the 26 surrounding ADDA simulations. This hints towards a guess parameter accuracy better than 0.5
In general, the simulation results fit the measurements remarkably well. The logarithmic representation shows high similarities in the scattering patterns even in areas with low intensities. This is of special importance, since these areas did not contribute significantly to the correlation result, thereby having little effect on the determination of the orientation parameters. High similarity in these areas show that the simulation conditions match the measurement conditions well, even beyond the 'fitted' areas. The light scattering measurements show patterns along the θ-direction, which are not present in the simulation results. One possible explanation are irregularities, like dust and organic matter, of unknown optical properties, surrounding the chromosomes during the measurement. During measurements the chromosomes were positioned in a circular field of view, cut by a pinhole. The debris mentioned above would be generally located beside the chromosome, artificially enlarging the width of the scatterer. Thus introducing higher frequencies in the angular scattering patterns in θ-direction than there should be, if the chromosome was completely isolated.
The correlation between scatterer dimensions and frequencies in the angular scattering pattern is observable in the ADDA simulations, where nearly no debris is included in the simulation. Since the chromosome's width is generally a lot smaller than their length, the Fourier signal in θ-direction is relatively smooth, due to the absence of high frequencies in the angular bandwidth. The same effect is visible for short chromosomes, like #3 and #6 in φ-direction. Hence, the measurement could be freed of some of the influence of the surrounding debris by Fourier filtering, only allowing frequencies in θ-and φ-directions that correspond to either a size estimate of the measured chromosome from microscope images or the dimensions of the ADDA model, it is compared with. Another indicator pointing towards the overlaying signal originating from the surrounding debris is the used pinhole size. Assuming the presented explanation is valid, the angular bandwidth of the overlaying patterns should increase with increasing pinhole size, since the signals from a larger area are recorded. A pinhole with a diameter of 600 µm was used for the measurement of chromosome #1, 300 µm for chromosomes #2, #4, and #5 and the 200 µm diameter pinhole was used for chromosomes #3 and #6. The logarithmic representation shows this correlation clearly. The speckle pattern with the highest frequencies occur in the measurement of chromosome #1, were the 600 µm pinhole was used. Second to this are the measurements of chromosomes #2, #4, and #5 with the 300 µm pinhole and the smoothest speckle pattern is present in the measurements taken with the 200 µm diameter pinhole, #3 and #6. The asymmetry of the chromosomes with shorter p-arms than q-arms carries over to the scattering pattern in both, the simulation and measurement results. This can already be observed in very rudimentary models of such chromosomes. There seems to be no direct correlation between the side the higher intensities in the scattering pattern occur and the orientation of the asymmetry during the measurement. Chromosomes #2, #5 and #6 where measured with their p-arms to the left, but the higher intensities in the resulting scattering patterns for chromosomes #2 and #6 are in the direction of lower azimuthal angles φ, while for chromosome #5, it appears in the direction of higher azimuthal angles.
While figure 7 only shows the correct matches between light scattering measurements and simulations, table 4 presents the numerical values for the correlations between all simulations and measurements. All measurements and ADDA models were treated equally. For each model and measurement combination, the best fitting orientation of the model was determined through the θ/φ-shift method. With the obtained parameters, the ADDA simulation was conducted and correlated to the measurement, ensuring the highest possible correlation for each simulation-measurement pair achievable in the evaluated range of orientations.
The Fisher confidence intervals (Fisher 1925) for Pearson correlation were calculated in accordance with the method described by Bonett and Wright (2000) . The number n of correlation points was assumed π 4 · 400 2 for the circular illuminated area in the 400 × 400 pixel images. The 99.9% confidence intervals for each correlation value presented in table 4 have been calculated and are presented in table 5.
All chromosome simulations could be matched to their corresponding measurements through the highest correlation. In some cases, namely the simulation of chromosome #1 and the measurement of chromosome #2, the mismatched correlations are close to the matched ones. Interestingly, this is not the case the other way around, meaning, an orientation exists, where the simulation of chromosome #1 resembles the measurement of chromosome #2, but the model of chromosome #2 cannot be oriented inside the given parameter range, so that its simulation resembles the measurement of chromosome #1. Chromosome #2 and #6 stand in a similar relationship, but with the simulation of chromosome #2 being the one, fitting the measurement of chromosome #6. Would the difference between the scattering patterns only consist of a shift and would the range, in which the patterns could get shifted be large enough, table 4 would be symmetric. Thus, this effect has to be related either to the rotation Z or due to the limited range of [−7 • , 7
• ] for the approximation parameters. Despite the similar correlation values, the correct scattering patterns can be matched with the human eye. This shows that correlation is not the ideal measure for scattering pattern similarity in this case. With an algorithm, sensitive to certain features, this method could gain in robustness. Other algorithms, such as CWS-SIM (Sampat et al 2009) and Willmot (Ji and Gallo 2006) , have already been studied by the authors, but offered no significant benefit. We note that the AFM measurements of chromosome #6 show a structure next to the chromosome, near the centromere, while this structure is not present in the ADDA model. This particle found its way to that position between the light scattering and the AFM measurements. Images taken just before the light scattering measurement show no sign of a particle in the direct vicinity of the chromosome, as shown in figure 8. Chromosome #6 has been simulated with and without said particle, increasing the correlation to the measurement from 0.897 ([0.895, 0.899] , 99.9% confidence interval) in the prior, to 0.922 ([0.920, 0.923] , 99.9% confidence interval) in the latter case.
Conclusion
Human chromosomes in metaphase have been measured angularly resolved in a light scattering microscope and successfully matched to ADDA simulations of said chromosomes. The chromosomes were natural in structure, untreated with RNase or pepsin, nor were they labelled in any way. This is a first step towards using angle-resolved light scattering as a label-free method to differentiate between chromosome shapes and sizes. Furthermore, we demonstrated that numerical light scattering simulations of AFM-based geometrical models give correct predictions for angle-resolved light scattering measurements. Even small changes in the scatterer's shape are detectable, as shown in the case of chromosome #6. The influence of the particle picked up by chromosome #6 between measurements on its angle-resolved scattering pattern is significant and clearly detectable through correlation. Further investigations concerning the detectability of chromosome aberrations through angleresolved light scattering might yield interesting results.
The linearity of the effect of small rotations of a scatterer on its angle-resolved light scattering pattern was shown in simulations on a cuboid, as well as on measurements of complex scatterer geometries in form of human metaphase chromosomes. These effects can be translated into the scatterers orientation. A method was derived that allows correlation between simulations and measurements of complex scatterers with uncertain orientations. For an orientation parameter range with n elements, the numerical simulations needed could be reduced from (2n + 1) Figure 8 . Chromosome #6, (a) before the light scattering measurement, (b) post processed AFM measurment, (c), (d) ADDA model without, respectively with the particle, (e), (f) post processed ADDA simulation data without, respectively with the particle and (g), the result of the light scattering measurement. All chromosome models have been treated equally. For each modelmeasurement pair the orientation yielding the highest correlation was determined and used.
